A BSTRACT The attorney-client privilege is one of the foundations of our jurisprudence. Originally, designed to prevent attorneys from testifying against their clients, the privilege eventually evolved to reflect legal, societal, and financial complexities. This privilege depends on full disclosure and open communication between attorney and the client in order to provide competent and adequate representation. Today, attorneys often require and rely on expert guidance of accountants for various issues pertaining to litigation and transactional work.
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United States v. Kovel, 296 F. 5. In this context, the available privileges include attorney-client privilege, accountant-client privilege, work-product doctrine, and tax-practitioner privilege.
6. James Hamilton, Corporate Counsel Group Assails First Circuit Tax Audit Work Papers Ruling, PCAOB REP., Sept. 22, 2009, at 4. complex tax laws. Complex tax legislation, fluctuating and numerous tax 1 rates and tax bases, and the number of special tax provisions and exceptions to those provisions contribute to the difficulty of tax practice and planning. 2 Absent a team effort, even experienced attorneys may have to proceed into multifaceted transactions without a thorough understanding of their consequences, thus exposing their clients to potential and significant risks.
Open communications, protected by privilege, are a key to successful implementation of a client's goals. In order to obtain the utmost advantage from communications with accountants, attorneys must be able to have open conversations without fear that these discussions may at a future time become available to discovery by third parties, such as the Internal Revenue Service ("IRS"), State and Local Tax ("SALT") agencies, and other governmental bodies. If clients perceive that privilege laws do not protect their communications with attorneys, clients will be discouraged from openly conferring with their counsel, which inevitably will result in less effective legal compliance. 3 Recent Comcast and Textron decisions raise important new issues and concerns for attorneys and their clients about the waiver and inapplicability of corporate taxpayers' privileges during complex transactional matters or compliance with federal and state laws and regulations. Communication of 4 sensitive and privileged information from attorneys to accountants is necessary to construct a transaction or to comply with reporting requirements. The Comcast and Textron decisions suggest that such communication may result in waiving all available privileges. 5 Disclosure of internal and privileged corporate information to taxing authorities diminishes the preventative and strategic roles of a public company's in-house counsel and undermines corporate tax planning. When information, they can determine where the taxpayer believes its asserted tax position is weak and amounts reserved to pay the tax if litigation ensues. This 7 information may allow the IRS and SALT agencies to pursue and challenge any transaction where there may be a chance of tax avoidance planning, even if permitted by the current statutory regime. The disclosure of privileged documents may provide the taxing authorities with a roadmap for additional audits. These new developments also raise concern of whether the IRS will abandon or modify its policy of restraint on limiting its future work papers request to taxpayers engaging in listed transactions. 8 The Textron decision specifically suggests that a company's FIN 48 work papers are no longer fully protected and immune from discovery by the taxing 9 authorities. As FIN 48 work papers contain sensitive information about tax 10 effects on which the corporate position may not be certain, the content of these documents is enticing to IRS and SALT auditors and compliance officers. structures and transactions more aggressively, which inevitably leads to disclosure of work papers and related tax planning advice.
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II. PRIVILEGES
By their nature, all privileges limit access to the "complete" truth.
14 However, almost all privileges are limited and restricted either by definition, exceptions to the definition, or by other specific limitations. Professionals commonly assert privileges such as the attorney-client privilege, work-product doctrine, and tax practitioner privilege during litigation when the opposing side requests disclosure of private information and documents. Knowledge of when to exercise the privilege and of all applicable exceptions will allow practitioners to serve in clients' best interests and avoid unnecessary legal exposure.
A. Attorney-Client Privilege
The attorney-client privilege is one of the foundations of our jurisprudence. The attorney-client privilege protects all confidential communications between a client and its attorney undertaken to obtain legal advice. It is well established, appearing first in the sixteenth century, and
The classic formulation of the attorney-client privilege states that where legal advice is sought, the communication relating to that purpose made in confidence by the client to attorney is permanently protected from disclosure, unless the privilege is waived. The attorney-client privilege enables clients 21 to fully disclose to their attorney all relevant facts, no matter how embarrassing or damaging these facts might be, so that the attorney may render fully informed legal advice. To be considered privileged, the 22 information contained within the communication between attorney and client need not itself be confidential; rather, the communication must be made in confidence. 23 For the purposes of the privilege, an attorney is any person whom the client reasonably believes to be a lawyer authorized to practice law in any attorney-client privilege is extended to individuals employed by the lawyer to assist in rendering professional legal services. information is being withheld from the government in a tax enforcement proceeding, the narrow construction of privilege is particularly appropriate.
33
The party asserting the attorney-client privilege has the burden of establishing that attorney-client privilege applies to the communication or documents requested. The burden includes proving the existence of the 34 attorney-client relationship and other elements such as: (1) the communications were received from a client during the course of the client's search for legal advice from the attorney in his or her capacity as such; (2) the communications were made in confidence; and (3) the privilege as to these communications has not been waived. 39. FED. R. CIV. P. 26(b)(3) (providing in relevant parts that "a party may not discover documents and tangible things that are prepared in anticipation of litigation or for trial by or for another party or its representative (including the other party's attorney, consultant, surety, indemnitor, insurer, or agent). But, subject to Rule 26(b)(4), those materials may be discovered if: (i) they are otherwise discoverable under Rule 26(b)(1); and (ii) the party shows that it has substantial need for the materials to prepare its case and cannot, without undue hardship, obtain their substantial equivalent by other means."). 
B. Work-Product Doctrine
The work-product doctrine is a codified law under the federal rules of civil procedure, which was first recognized by the Supreme Court in 39 Hickman v. Taylor. The work-product doctrine enhances the litigation 40 system by insulating attorney's work from intrusions, inferences, or borrowings by other parties. This doctrine "underpins our adversarial justice 41 system" and permits lawyers to prepare for litigation without fear that their work product and mental impressions will be revealed to adversaries. The 42 purpose of the work-product doctrine is to establish a "zone of privacy for strategic litigation planning" and to prevent one party from piggybacking on that is to be reasonably anticipated in the near future.
45
A party asserting the work-product privilege has the burden of proof in establishing that the protected documents were prepared in anticipation of litigation. The phrase "in anticipation of litigation" has been subject to 46 various interpretations. As a result, two main tests have developed: first, whether the documents protected by the work-product privilege were prepared "primarily or exclusively to assist in litigation," and second, whether the documents were prepared "because of" existing or expected litigation. The 47 first test would potentially exclude documents containing analysis of expected litigation, if their primary, ultimate, or exclusive purpose is to assist in making the business decision. The second test includes documents, despite the fact 48 that their purpose is not to "assist in" litigation. The "because of" 49 formulation states that documents are considered to be prepared in the anticipation of litigation if "in light of the nature of the document and the factual situation in the particular case, the document can fairly be said to have been prepared or obtained because of the prospect of litigation." 50 The documents are not protected if they were created for non-litigation purposes. Thus, when determining whether a particular document should be 51 withheld from discovery production, one should look to the function that document serves. After the burden is satisfied, it shifts to the other party to 52 demonstrate a substantial need for the requested information. The work-product doctrine's protection may be overcome if the party seeking discovery can demonstrate a substantial need for materials and is unable to obtain the equivalent materials by other means without an undue hardship. The standard for such disclosure is either absolute or heightened 54 and is only appropriate in rare or extremely unusual circumstances. 55 However, the disclosure is limited because the courts protect against disclosure of attorney's or attorney's representatives mental impressions, conclusions, opinions, or legal theories. Attorney's opinion work product is 56 afforded greater protection than fact work product. 57 There are multiple circumstances where the work-product doctrine does not apply. For instance, the work-product doctrine will be ineffective if the asserted privileged materials and documents are simply "funneled" through an attorney to create protection. The work-product doctrine does not insulate 58 documents that are prepared in the ordinary course of a client's business.
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The work-product doctrine is also inapplicable if the documents would have been routinely created irrespective of the litigation. The doctrine does not 60 apply to documents utilized in the analysis of bringing a company's financial books into conformity with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles. 
C. Accountant-Client Privilege
In contrast to the attorney-client privilege, there is no confidential accountant-client privilege under federal or common law. Accordingly, if 63 litigation involves "federal question" jurisdiction or a federal administrative proceeding, the accountant-client privilege will not be recognized. In 64 diversity jurisdiction cases, where state laws may be applied thus creating choice of law issues, courts have to decide whether to apply state statutes that permit accountant-client privilege or follow the common law approach. 
D. Tax Practitioner Privilege
The Internal Revenue Code ("IRC") Section 7525 extends the commonlaw attorney-client privilege for communications with federal tax practitioners.
Specifically 
III. ACCOUNTANT'S COMMUNICATIONS WITH ATTORNEYS
A disclosure of attorney-client communication to a third party, such as an accountant, generally undermines the attorney-client privilege.
82
Communication between an attorney and an accountant does not become protected by attorney-client privilege simply because the communication proves to be important to the attorney's ability for client's representation. 83 However, an exception known as the derivative attorney-client privilege, also referred to as the Kovel doctrine, allows for attorney-client privilege protection.
84
The Kovel doctrine shields communications of third parties, such as accountants, hired to facilitate communication between attorneys and clients. 85 The Kovel doctrine generally extends the attorney-client privilege and protects communications of accountants to facilitate communication between attorney and client, thus assisting the attorney in rendering legal advice to the client. 86 Further, the inclusion of accountants in attorney-client communications does not destroy the privilege if the purpose of the third party's participation is to improve the comprehension of the communications between attorney and client. 87 The court in Kovel stressed that today's complexities prevent attorneys from effectively handling client's affairs without help of others. The court 88 stated that the presence of an accountant while the client is relating a complicated tax fact pattern to an attorney should not compromise the attorney-client privilege any more than a linguist helping with a translation 2010 
A. Comcast
In Comcast, the Massachusetts Supreme Court addressed whether the attorney-client privilege or the work-product doctrine protects from disclosure communications between an in-house corporate counsel and outside tax accountants consulted for purposes of structuring a stock sale. (noting that Ottinger stated that he considered "various ways to set up the transaction, to determine the best, legitimate vehicle by which to deal with the tax consequences from the sale of [TCG] shares, and to assess the risks of litigation associated with the different vehicles").
112. Id. at 1189. 113. Id. at 1190. 114. Comcast, 901 N.E.2d at 1191. 115. Id. at 1191 n.13 (stating that one of the preparer's, Michael E. Porter III, was licensed to practice law, but was precluded from practicing law while employed by Andersen).
transactions. Continental Holding reported a capital gain of nearly $500 million from the sale of TCG shares on its federal tax return, but did not file a Massachusetts corporate excise tax return, claiming an exemption as a Massachusetts corporate trust. Under Massachusetts law, a corporate trust 106 that qualifies as a holding company was exempt from state tax. Two years 107 later, Continental Holding was dissolved and its assets were transferred to US West's successor. 108 The stock transaction was likely to have substantial tax consequences for US West. Although US West's in-house counsel, Andrew Ottinger, was an 109 experienced tax litigator, he was unfamiliar with Massachusetts tax law.
110
Ottinger examined planning opportunities for the transaction, but needed the expertise of outside consultants to help him interpret Massachusetts state tax law.
In particular, Ottinger was concerned that the Massachusetts 121. Comcast, 901 N.E.2d at 1188 (noting that the commissioner issued the administrative summons pursuant to MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 62 C, § 70, which provides: "[t]he commissioner may take testimony and proofs under oath with reference to any matter within the official purview of the department of revenue, and in connection therewith may issue summonses and require the attendance and testimony of witnesses and the production of books, papers, records, and other data. Such summonses shall be served in the same manner as summonses for witnesses in criminal cases issued on behalf of the commonwealth, and all provisions of law relative to summonses in such cases shall, so far as applicable, apply to summonses issued hereunder. Any justice of the supreme judicial court or of the superior court may, upon the application of the commissioner, compel the attendance of witnesses, the production of books, papers, records, and other data, and the giving of testimony before the commissioner in the same manner and to the same extent as before the said courts.").
122. Id. at 1191-92 (stating that the commissioner originally sought production of all documents identified by Comcast in its privilege log. The commissioner sought the production of documents pertaining and locked files of West's law department maintained for privileged documents. to the TCG stock sale, including documents relating to Teleport reorganization into Continental Holding. Generally, Comcast produced various responsive documents, but withheld Andersen's memorandums under the attorney-client privilege and work-products doctrine. The six requested documents are identified as follows: first draft of the Andersen memorandum, two identical documents that appear to be the second draft of memorandum, two identical documents to the second draft of memorandum but each missing its first page, and the final version of memorandum. The commissioner requested the Superior Court to compel production of documents that Comcast claimed as privileged. However, the court denied 124 the commissioner's motion holding that Andersen's memoranda were protected by attorney-client privilege because they contained detailed analysis of Massachusetts tax law and provided information necessary for effective client representation. Further, the court held that the memoranda were 125 protected by the work-product doctrine because they were prepared in anticipation of litigation. The Massachusetts Supreme Court on its own 126 initiative transferred the case from the Massachusetts Court of Appeals.
The Advice Rendered by Andersen's Accountants to Comcast Was Not Protected by the Attorney-Client Privilege
On appeal to the Massachusetts Supreme Court, the commissioner argued that Comcast did not meet its burden in establishing that attorney-client privilege applied, for three reasons: (1) Comcast did not submit any proof that the Andersen memoranda contained confidential communication from the client; (2) the Andersen memoranda did not fall within the derivative argument was based on the incorrect assertion that attorney-client privilege applies only where the client's information that is the subject of the communication is confidential. The court held that Ottinger intended and took adequate steps to keep the communications with Andersen confidential and that Andersen received from counsel private information about US West's disposition of TCG stock.
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The commissioner's second argument that derivative privilege did not apply to Comcast's documents was based on two assertions. First, the commissioner argued that the derivative privilege only applies where accountant's services are necessary to translate or interpret documents to facilitate attorney's understanding in order to render requested legal advice. 132 Second, the commissioner argued that derivative privilege did not apply since US West sought professional tax advice and not legal advice of an attorney.
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Although the court recognized the difficulty of providing a clear distinction between legal, tax, or accounting advice, the court sided with the commissioner's argument that advice rendered by Andersen was not covered by the attorney-client privilege. The court stated that advice provided by 134 Andersen's accountants was not covered by the attorney-client privilege, derivative or otherwise. Further, the court stated that since Ottinger sought 135 the tax advice from an Andersen accountant, and not lawyers, the attorneyclient privilege did not apply. Accordingly, the court held that the attorney-136 client privilege did not protect communications between Ottinger and Andersen's accountants. 137 
Work-Product Doctrine Saves Comcast's Documents from Disclosure
The court also had to determine whether the work-product doctrine's protection was applicable to the Andersen's memoranda-litigation analysis For any practitioner it is critical that attorney-client, work-product, accountant-client, and tax practitioner privileges are not indivertibly waived. Although there is no strategy that will cover all circumstances, there are general procedures that attorneys may implement in their practice to preserve privilege.
First, it is important for attorneys to understand the purpose for which the documents are being created. The attorney must consider if the document 184 is being prepared in the regular course of business, if it is being prepared in anticipation of litigation, or if the document has a dual purpose. The attorney must determine if the accountant's role will be to interpret the law, which under the Comcast opinion is not protected by attorney-client privilege, or whether to facilitate and interpret communication between attorney and client. After determining that the document was created or is being created 185 for a privileged purpose, the attorney should engage into strategic planning to preserve that privilege.
Second, to protect confidentiality, the attorney working with accountants should send the accountant a formal letter establishing the scope and purpose of their relationship. If any advice is sought because the tax benefits may be 186 contested in the future, it is essential that this is communicated from attorney to accountant at the start of representation, and the engagement letter requests tax advice in anticipation of the tax dispute. This will permit the attorney 187 to establish the parameters of the accountant's work, define for which legal purpose the accountant's work will be utilized, and provide necessary supervision ensuring that any document preparation is a work product. Also, 188 if the documents are being reviewed because of or primarily to assist the attorney in present or future litigation, this purpose should be communicated to the accountant in the engagement letter.
Third, to enhance the likelihood of preserving a privilege claim during litigation, all services provided by accountants should be documented as genuine concern for anticipated litigation. During the entire engagement 199 with an accountant, the attorney must maintain and document all applicable documents to which privilege should be extended. 200 As new case law develops, the companies and practitioners must reconsider their current practices and strategies, and adapt to the new standards in order to preserve their clients privileged documents and communications. The Comcast and Textron opinions exemplify that applicable privilege law continues to change and that attorneys, accountants, and tax practitioners must stay current in order to provide diligent services to their corporate clients.
VI. UNRESOLVED ISSUES
The parameters of the attorney-client privilege, work-product doctrine, accountant-client privilege, and tax practitioner privileges have been continuously evolving and changing. The recent decisions of Comcast and Textron demonstrate that courts continue to narrow and limit privilege law as it is applied to complex tax transactions and tax documents. Consequently, today only limited privilege protection is recognized for attorney communications with accountants. Thus, the practitioners and their service 201 providers, such as accountants, should be mindful of recent holdings in Comcast and Textron as they create materials for business and transactional purposes that may be subject to future litigation. 202 The Comcast and Textron decisions also add additional uncertainty to an already vastly litigious area of the law. The courts have previously split interpretation of the phrase of "anticipation in litigation" between "primary purpose" and "because of" tests. According to Textron's dissenting opinion, 203 Textron's holding proceeded to further split the application of the "because of" test while rejecting that test's protection for dual purpose documents and created a new test of "prepared for" use in litigation. Such differences of 204 tests and standards make the practice of law and compliance not only difficult, but also unpredictable.
